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Brief History

The company was founded in January 2005 in Düsseldorf, Germany by college
friends Rolf Schrömgens, Peter Vinnemeier, Stephan Stubner and Malte Siewert.

Scope and Coverage

trivago’s hotel search allows users to compare hotel prices in just a few clicks from
more than 200 booking sites for 1.3 million hotels in over 190 countries. With
trivago one can easily find your ideal hotel at the lowest rate. Simply enter where

he/she wants to go anddesired travel dates, and hotel search engine compare
accommodation prices . To refine one’s search results, simply filter by price,
distance (e.g. from the beach), star category, facilities and more. From budget hostels
to luxury suites, trivago makes it easy to book online. You can search from a large
variety of rooms and locations across India, like Shimla and Jaipur to popular cities
and holiday destinations abroad.trivago is a hotel search with an extensive price
comparison. The prices shown come from numerous hotels and booking websites.
This means that while users decide on trivago which hotel best suits their needs, the
booking process itself is completed through the booking sites which are linked with
trivago site. This site contains information of different languages.

Kind of Information
Each entry covers list of hotel with marking and price. Searching with date, room can
be possible. By clicking on the “view deal” button, you will be forwarded onto a
booking site where one can complete the reservation for the hotel deal found on
trivago.

Special Features
 One can select hotel by marking and any changes of this hotel-price that is to
be informed by this site.

Arrangement Pattern

Entries are arranged as per rating i.e. excellent, very good, good etc. When entries
are searched by places hotels of different rating appears accordingly.

Remarks

This is helpful for travellers booking a hotel or searching hotel at least price or
selecting the hotel according to their criteria. It is very useful for travellers for

decision making.

Comparable Tools

Date of Access








Fodor’s Travel ( http://www.fodors.com)
Lonely Planet (http://www.lonelyplanet.in/)
Let’s Go ( http://www.letsgo.com/)
Wikitravel( http://wikitravel.org/)
Indian Holiday Pvt. Ltd (https://www.indianholiday.com/)
Holiday gazetteer ( http://www.holidaygazetteer.co.uk/)
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